Abstract. An example is produced of an algebra, embedded in 2 X 2 matrices over a field, which is not PI when an element's inverse is formally adjoined. This example is used to show that the generic 2x2 matrices, a domain, has the same property.
In commutative algebra the procedure of adjoining the inverse of an element in a ring has proven useful. Recently work has been done towards generalizing the concepts of commutative algebra and algebraic geometry to Pl-algebras [1] , [2] , [6] . In this paper it is shown that the algebra which is obtained from a subring of a ring of 2 X 2 matrices over an extension of the base field, by formal adjunction of the inverse of an element is not PI. We do this by describing an irreducible infinite dimensional representation and applying Kaplansky's theorem [4] .
For A and B algebras over a commutative ring C, we shall use the notation of the free product A *c B as found in [5] . This C-algebra is the coproduct in the category of C-algebras.
For R an algebra over a field k, and x an element of R, let x' denote the residue class of z in the algebra R *k k[z]/(zx -1, xz -1). Define R{x') to be the above algebra.
Let k{X,Y) be the algebra obtained by adjoining two generic 2x2 matrices to a field k.
Theorem \.k{X, Y) [X'} is not a Pi-algebra.
To prove this theorem we shall work with another algebra. We define A to be the quotient of the free algebra &{x,>'} by the relations y2 -0 and yx'y = 0, for i > 0.
Lemma 2. The set S = {x'yxJ, xk; ij,k > 0} spans A as a vector space over k.
Proof. The set S u {0} is closed under multiplication, since xyx^'yx" = 0, for ij,k,n > 0. Thus since A is generated as an algebra by x and_y, the ring A is spanned by 5 over k. Proposition 5. The algebra A{x') is not a polynomial identity algebra.
Proof. Kaplansky's theorem [4] shows that it suffices to find an infinite dimensional irreducible representation with commuting ring k. Let V be the space of finite Laurent polynomials: {2"ezanz'1, a" G k, all but finitely many an = 0}.
Define a representation of A {x'} on V by:
x-(^anz") = ^a"z"+x,
x'-(?a"z") = Zanz"-x, y (2anz") = açyz.
Since xx' = x'x = 1, we will denote x'k by x~k. The representation is well defined since for all v in V, We shall now prove that this representation is irreducible. Given any nonzero v in V, we may write t> as ~2anz", with a, ¥= 0 for some/. For any other vector w in V there is some integer N > 0 so that w = 2Î^ènz". We
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Comparing xk • ß(z') and ß(xk ■ z') yields that Sy = si+kJ+k. Similarly the relation y ■ ß(z') = ß(y ■ z') implies that s¡0 = 0 for i ¥= 0. Thus s" = 0 for i ¥"j, and sü = soe. By linearity ß(v) = Soqü for all v in K. Since V is an infinite-dimensional irreducible A{x'} module with commuting ring k, Kaplansky's theorem yields that A{x') is not a Pl-algebra. Since A is embeddable in the 2x2 matrices, there is a map given by X \-> x and Y\->y making A the homomorphic image of K{X, Y}. This map can be extended so that A{x') is a homomorphic image of k{X, Y){X'}. Thus k{X, Y}{X'} has the same irreducible infinite dimensional representation, and thus is not PI.
It is known [5, p. 63 ] that the generic matrix algebras are domains. Thus an example of a domain, satisfying the identities of the 2 X 2 matrices, which is not PI when an elements inverse is adjoined has been produced.
The observation that Proposition 5 implies Theorem 1 is due to M. Artin.
